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PlagScan Integrates New Usage Statistics Feature:
Continuous Monitoring and Evaluation of the Success of Anti-Plagiarism Measures
in Education
(COLOGNE, Germany, May 2019) - PlagScan, safeguard of Academic Integrity across the
world, enables educational institutions to identify plagiarism reliably and time-efficiently. Now
presenting a new feature, PlagScan has added usage statistics for organizational customers.
The usage statistics feature allows all the activities within an organization to be continuously
monitored. This is particularly useful for customers who want to evaluate the success of their
anti-plagiarism measures through a visual presentation of data. Usage statistics are divided into
different sections. In order to analyze trends and developments, it is possible to select time
frames that can be viewed independently. An overview is provided in the "Organization"
section, which displays the data in three different areas with different focal points - severity,
documents, and usage.
The base for evaluating the state of an organization’s attitude towards Academic Integrity
The new usage statistics feature is specifically tailored to the needs of organisational customers
such as educational institutions. "After our customers have gained an overview of their general
PlagScan usage behavior, they can also find this data for each subgroup" explains Markus
Goldbach, CEO of PlagScan. On this basis, we can observe which sectors of an organization
may need special optimization measures implemented . Statistics can be broken down
hierarchically into groups by persons - instructors, assistants and, students - and each group
can be viewed in detail. Measures such as anti-plagiarism workshops can be specifically
developed for particular groups or courses, but also for an entire organization.

For more details on the technical side of PlagScan’s new Statistics tool, visit our website
https://www.plagscan.com/en/statistics. Interested members of the press, please don’t hesitate
to contact us either by email (press@plagscan.com) or by phone +49 (0) 221 75988994.
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About PlagScan GmbH
PlagScan is a software provider, creating tools to safeguard Academic Integrity and Copyrights.
We develop high-tech solution in compliance with strict data security regulations since 2011
and our solutions serve more than 1,500 organizational customers worldwide. PlagScan
educates students about plagiarism and academic integrity to maintain the quality of education
by creating better thinkers and writers.
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